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Abstract. Course Offering Determination (COD) is a strategy of an educational
institution to maximize the satisfaction of the students and the enrollment of the
courses within budget and other resource constraint. COD is a resource allo-
cation problem which is difficult to solve due to the complexity in students’
preferences and resource constraints. In this paper, a mechanism for interactive
and dynamic decision making is proposed to solve the problem. In this mech-
anism, the agents negotiate using a protocol which is based on a multi-unit
Combinatorial Auctions (CA). To solve the Winner Determination Problem
(WDP) in CA, we modified the Branch On Bids (BOB) algorithm to account
for multi-unit nature of courses as well as the other constraints from students
and administrators. A case study demonstrates the ability and effectiveness of
the proposed mechanism in COD for the graduate and undergraduate level
studies.
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1 Introduction

Every semester or every year administrators of academic programs in colleges and
universities must determine the courses that their institution will be offering for the
upcoming semester or year. We refer to the task of determining the set of courses to be
offered as Course Offering Determination (COD). The main question COD attempts to
answer is: What course offering determination strategy for a program in an institution
maximizes the satisfaction of the students and maximizes the enrollment of the courses
within the budget and the other resource constraints [1]?

The importance of COD cannot be overestimated. For students, the courses offered
drive their ability to graduate, timelines for achieving selected majors, prospects
regarding the continuation of academic career and overall success in the job market. For
institutions and program administrators, student’s satisfaction with the courses offered
leads to higher the enrollment. Career and academic achievements upon graduation of
the students shape the reputations of the institutions. The courses offered also affect the
institutions’ budget and consume other resources such as the availability of instructors,
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lecture halls, experiment laboratories etc. Today in practice, to determine the course
offerings, a program administrator uses the history of offered courses and resource
availability. The best judgment and experience of the program administrator plays the
vital role among the various deciding factors. This process does not directly consider
students’ preferences and lacks precision in budget and resource allocation.

In this paper, we model the COD problem as a multiagent dynamic constraint
resource allocation problem and design a mechanism for interactive and dynamic
decision-making to solve the problem. In the proposed mechanism, the agents negotiate
using a protocol based on a multi-unit combinatorial auctions (CA) [2]. To solve the
Winner Determination Problem (WDP) in CA, we extend the Branch On Bids
(BOB) algorithm to account for multi-unit nature of courses as well as other constraints
from students and administrators. The application of CA to COD aims to improve
process transparency, lower transaction costs, and introduce a robust method to account
for the complementary nature of values for the offered courses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the related work.
Section 3 presents the proposed multiagent system for COD. Section 4 discusses the
modified BOD algorithm for COD. Section 5 discusses the performance of the algo-
rithm. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.

2 Literature Review

There have been considerable researches in multiagent course scheduling [3], collab-
orative learning environment [4], student advising application [5], time-table
scheduling system for educational institutions [6] and collaborative personal study
planning system [7]. Recently, some researches have also been done on
multiagent-based solutions for COD that addresses the issues of balancing student
preferences with institution’s limited resources [1]. The Single Transferable Vote
(STV) protocol [8] is used to aggregate student preferences, and the COD negotiation
protocol is modeled via Petri Nets [9]. The COD system and the negotiation protocol
are modeled via Contract-Net Protocol (CNP) [10] and Monotonic Concession Protocol
(MCP) [11].

The COD system proposed in this paper is inspired by the system in [1] and
expands upon it with the use of CAs. It introduces bids on course bundles and offers
simplicity and transparency to the end users while retaining all the efficiency associated
with the previous approach of [1]. CAs allows several functional flexibilities and
advantages over conventional auction design [2]. It allows bidders to bid on bundle of
items instead of limiting to the bid on a single item at a time. Bidding on bundles
allows accounting for the complimentary values of the items composing the bundles,
which may result in increased economic efficiency and higher utility for both buyers
and sellers.

CAs have been used in many large-scale real-life applications with a great success.
To name a few, Sears used CAs to design the auction of eight hundred and fifty-four
delivery routes and reducing its logistic costs by thirteen percent [12]; the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) used CAs for selling spectrum licenses for
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wireless services [13, 14]; the London Transport used CAs to distribute city bus routes
between bidding contractor companies [15]; and Bell Laboratories proposed a CA
based system for allocating airport time slots in USA [16].

An imperative topic for CAs is the bidding language. A bidding language assigns
semantic meaning to syntactic constructs that are used for definition and representation
of combinatorial bids. Certainly, the way we represent bids has a great influence on the
CA protocol design and we must approach it with caution, keeping the specifics and the
goals of our COD application in mind. Moreover, the cardinality of the bidding space
in CAs is quite large (2m) with m number of auctioned items, so a succinct language
that does not require excessive bidding is of the great importance. Logical languages
and generalized logical languages provide very powerful syntax with flexible semantics
[17]. They offer the ability to express complex preferences to a considerable depth with
ease. Bidding languages for mixed multi-unit CAs expand that ability to include bids
with quantity ranges [18].

While this expressive power injects the possibility for a wide range of bidding
combinations, they introduce increased complexity to winner determination. In the
proposed mechanism, we rely on a simpler version of a bidding language to streamline
the initial design of the CA-based COD protocol, with little or no loss to COD func-
tionality. To determine the most efficient assignment of the bundles to the winning
bidders, the CA auctioneer must solve the Winner Determination Problem (WDP) [19].
The main challenge of WDP is that it is an intractable NP-complete problem and it
presents significant difficulties for time-efficient and space-efficient solutions. There
exist many algorithms that offer both exact and approximate solutions for WDP [2].
The most obvious solution is the explicit, full enumeration of all possible combina-
tions. However, this approach is impractical and the computational effort quickly grows
intractable.

The more sophisticated solutions to this problem are the Integer Programming [20]
that searches the extreme of the objective function that represents the CA, the Dynamic
Programming [21] that splits the CA into smaller problems using the bottom-up
principle and the Branch On Bids (BOB) [2] that minimizes the search spaces by
pruning branches that would not provide a satisfactory solution. The BOB stands
outstanding than the others because it offers an efficient method to model multi-unit
auctions [22] and a way to utilize problem-specific heuristics to prune search branches
and improve efficiency [23]. For this research, the multi-unit auctions and
problem-specific heuristics serve as compelling reasons for selecting the BOB as the
way to solve the WDP.

3 Multi-agent System for COD

The proposed multi-agent system consists of three types of agents: Auctioneer Agent
(AA), Student Agent (SA) and Administrator Agent (AD). The Auctioneer Agent
(AA) plays the role of mediation between AA and SAs by using a protocol based on
CA. It enables a negotiation between multiple SAs and the AD, which results in a set of
courses.
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A graphical outline of a COD process is shown in Fig. 1, where AA, SAs and AD
are involved in negotiation for an optimal course offering using CA. In this architec-
ture, SA, AD, and AA represent a student, a program administrator and a CA auc-
tioneer, respectively. The SA and AD work in the best interest of the human actors they
represent and the AA agent coordinates their effort via a CA-based protocol to achieve
a mutually agreeable and efficient solution. The COD negotiation is triggered by the
AD agent which prepares a set of must offer courses and a set of negotiable courses and
forwards them to the AA and SA agents. The SA agent generates bids for the CA
protocol and the AA agent manages the auction.

3.1 Combinatorial Auction (CA) Based Negotiation Protocol

Two important concepts that are needed to be clarified first to explain the CA-based
negotiation protocol: negotiable courses and course bidding points. The CA-based
negotiations for COD begins before course registration for a school year. Program
administrators notify their respective AD to begin building a set of must-offer courses,
a set of must-not-offer courses, and a set of negotiable courses. The list of must-offer
courses and must-not-offer courses depends on previous faculty commitments and does
not depend on student preferences. Program courses that are not included in the
must-offer and must-not-offer sets comprise the set of negotiable courses. Course
bidding points are used for bidding that are allotted to each SA at the beginning of a
program and are never refilled. A winning bid will withdraw the spent points from the
student’s account, thus emulating the use of money in conventional auctions.

CA-based negotiation protocol works in the following steps. The set of negotiable
courses and the set of must-offer courses are forwarded to AA. The AA agent forwards
these courses to all SAs and initiates a CA-based negotiation. The SAs begin to
negotiate by working with the students to update the study plan based on the students’
preferences, must-offer courses, and negotiable courses, and thus determine the set of
available courses for bidding. The students select the bundles of available courses that
she/he will prefer to take over the school year and places their bids on these bundles.
Each student can place multiple bids at each round, and once the set of bids is

Fig. 1. Multi-agent system for COD.
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determined, it is forwarded to AA. The AA aggregates the bids from all students and
uses BOB algorithm to solve the WDP for the current bidding round. A complete flow
diagram for CA-based negotiation protocol is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. CA-based negotiation protocol for COD.
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3.2 Branch on Bids (BOB) Algorithm

A modified version of BOB algorithm is used in the proposed architecture considering
the multi-unit nature of courses and the other constraints from SA and AD. In each
round, the winning set of bids is verified with AD to ensure that the winning solution
complies with the AD’s constraints. The BOB algorithm is executed until registration is
completed or until the AD’s constraints are satisfied. At this point, the winning bids are
forwarded to SAs and the next cycle of the protocol begins. The protocol terminates
when the time allotted for the auction is expired or if no more bids were placed. The
last selected set of winning bids combined with must offer courses form the course
offering for the year. As the proposed mechanism of COD relies on the BOB algorithm
to find the best bids, we reviewed a generic BOB algorithm [22, 23] to solve WDP in
CA below this section. The modified version of BOB algorithm used for the proposed
mechanism is explained in Sect. 4.

Combinatorial Auction (CA) can be defined by a set of items M ¼ fi1;. . .; img
available for bidding, where Mj j ¼ m; and a set of bids B ¼ fb1; . . .; bng generated by
the bidders, where Bj j ¼ n. A bid bj is defined as a two-tuple, bj = <Sj, pj>, where Sj is
the set of bidding items and pj is the bidding price such that Sj � M, pj � 0. To identify
the winner in CA, the WDP is solved with the following function:

max
Xn

j¼1
pjxj ð1Þ

where
P

jji2Sj xj � 1, i ¼ 1; . . .;m, and xj 2 f0; 1g. Here, xj ¼ 1 signifies a winning bid

bj and xj ¼ 0 signifies a losing bid bj. Here, we must maximize the sum of winning
bids, while ensuring that the sets of items in winning bids do not intersect. The last
condition is imposed by the assumption that each offered item is unique. The unique
item requirement must be relaxed for solving COD. The BOB algorithm to solve a

Table 1. Terms and symbols used in BOB (see Algorithm 1)

Terms and
symbols

Description

IN Set of bids that are labeled winning on the path to the current search node
IN* Set of bids that are winning in the best allocation found so far
g Revenue from the bids in IN
f* Revenue from the bids in IN*
ej Exclusion count for bid bj
M0 Set of unallocated item in the current search path
h Upper bound on the revenue from the unallocated items, M0

c(i) This is the admissible heuristic for estimating revenue for item i 2 M0. The
c(i) is calculated using the formula maxjji2Sj;ej¼0pj=jSjj. This can be
interpreted as the maximum per-item bidding price among all bids
containing the item i and that are not part of IN or IN*

ChooseBranch Selecting a bid bk to branch on. Let B0 be a set of bids, where B0 � B and 8
bj 2 B0, ej = 0, then bk 2 B0 and 8 bj 2 B0

pkffiffiffiffiffi
jSk j2

p � pjffiffiffiffiffi
jSjj2

p
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typical WDP in CA is presented in Algorithm 1, where all the terms and symbols used
in the algorithm is listed in Table 1.

Algorithm 1. Branch On Bids (BOB) Pseudo code.

1: begin
2: if g>f* then //if current search is better, remember it as all-time best
3: IN→IN*
4: g→f*
5: end if
6: //Calculate the upper bound
7: if g+h≤f* then // Check if this branch can produce better results than 

we already have. // If not – bound
8: return
9: end if

10: Select a bid using ChooseBranch algorithm
11: if then
12: return
13: end if
14: IN U { } → IN     // Prepare to branch on 
15: =1
16: | and // Update the exclusion count for all

the bids that share items with 
17:
18: BOB (M`- ,  g + )                         // Branch in
19: IN - { IN                                    // Prepare to branch out
20: | and // Update the exclusion count for all 

the bids that share items with 
21:

22: BOB(M`,g)                                          //Branch out
23: // Done with this branch
24: return
25: end

In ChooseBranch function, the square root of cardinality of item subsets has been
shown to be effective at selecting bids with balance between high price bids, but with
large number of items, verses bids with low item count, but also with low bidding value
[22, 24]. This is an important feature that under proper circumstances may result in
faster convergence to the winning bid allocation. The BOB (see Algorithm 1) takes M′
and g as its input. Upon completion of BOB execution, IN* contains the set of winning
bids. The first call is BOB(M, 0).

3.3 Interaction Model and Bidding Language

The visual interactions model is presented in Fig. 3. All COD interactions that happen
during CA negotiations are listed in Table 2 with their descriptions.

Bidding language used for auction is introduced below, where we assign semantic
meaning to syntactic constructs that are later used to define student’s course bids.
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Definition 1: A submission is consisted of three-tuple <B, sa, po, co>, where
B ¼ fb1; . . .; bng is a set of bids with |B| = n, sais the name of the SA agent submitting
the bid, pois the total amount of course bidding points available for the SA agent, and
co is the maximum number of courses the student can take. An example for a sub-
mission is given in Table 3.

Fig. 3. COD interaction model

Table 2. COD interaction model

Step From To Description

1 AD AA AD sends to AA the sets of must offer, must not offer and negotiable
courses

2 AA SA AA sends to SAs the sets of must offer, must not offer, negotiable
courses and the call for bids

3 SA AA SAs submit the bids (each CA round)
4 AA AD Each time a new bid is considered as a provisional winning bid, AA

sends the set of provisional winning bids to AD for verification
against resource constraints

5 AD AA AD approves or denies the provisional winning bids proposed in step
4. The decision is based upon available school resources

6 AA SA Upon completion of each round, AA sends all provisionary winning
bids to SAs. New round begins by cycling to step 3. Students place
new bids against provisionary winning bids in step 6

7 AA SA AA notifies SA of CA completion
8 AA AD AA notifies AD of CA completion
9 AA SA AA sends the final course offering to SA
10 AA AD AA sends the final course offering to AD
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Definition 2: A bid bj is a two-tuple <Sj, pj>, where Sj ¼ fs1; . . .; skg with Sj � M,
jSjj ¼ kj, kj � co�mþ lþ t, and pj is the amount of course bidding points assigned to
this bid by the student.

A set of courses available for bidding is defined asM ¼ i1; . . .; imf g with |M| = m. This
is a set of courses the students can bid on. A set of must-offer and negotiable courses
are defined as O ¼ o1; . . .; onf g with Oj j ¼ l and N ¼ n1; . . .; ntf g with Nj j ¼ t,
respectively.

A set of rules are while selecting the winning bid using the CA protocol. The set of
bids B is interpreted by the CA protocol as a non-exclusive OR concatenation of the
bids, baring the rules follows:

• Winning bids from the same student may not contain intersecting sets of courses.
• Winning bids may not add up to a total exceeding the amount of course bidding

point available to the student
• The number of courses comprising winning bids may not exceed maximum number

of courses the student can take
• The courses comprising winning bids may not contradict course interrelationships

(for example there may not be any anti-requisites)

4 Modified Branch on Bids (BOB) Algorithm for COD

In contrast to the traditional bidding strategy, a notable change is needed in the pro-
posed COD to adjust the fact that multiple students can bid on the same course or on
the same combination of courses and can win. This is allowed because multiple stu-
dents can take the same course or the same combination of courses at the same time in
educational institutions. The only restriction is that the total number students is not
allowed to exceed a pre-specified limit which is the maximum enrollment for that
course. The above constrained are enforced by the AD agent. We address this challenge
through using the notion of multi-unit auctions [22], with the number of available
course units equal to the enrollment limit for the course. Using this approach, we can
apply the Branch-on-Bids algorithm with only minor modifications.

Table 3. An example for a submission

Variable Value for example 1

Submission <B, “sa1”, 10, 6>
B fb1; b2; b3g
b1 <S1, 6>
S1 {“comp501”, “comp503”, “comp504”}
b2 <S2, 6>
S2 {“comp504”, “comp505”, “comp506”}
b3 <S3, 2>
S3 {“comp601”}
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Algorithm 2. Modified Branch On Bids (BOB) for COD

1: If g>f*, then IN→IN* , g→f*  //if current search is better, remember it as the all-time 
best

2: h= //Calculate the upper bound
3: // Check if this branch can produce better results than we already have. 

If g+h≤f*, return () // If not – bound
4: Use the ChooseBranch algorithm to select a bid to branch on

If no such bid exists, return
5: IN U { } → IN // Prepare to branch on 

=1 
6: Verify that IN set satisfies the SA_Constraints and the AD_Constraints

If not then IN - { IN; =0; EX } → EX; 
Return to step 4

7: // Update the set of available course units U`.
For each course in subtract 1 from the matching course unit in U`

8: // Update the set of available courses M`.
If an item M` and 

9: // Update the exclusion count for all the bids that share courses with 
// and have no enrollment places available

| and and an item s.t. 
then 

10: BOB(M`, U`, g + , d+1) //Branch in
11: IN - { } → IN //Prepare to branch out
12: / Update the exclusion count for all the bids that share courses with 

// and have no enrollment places available
| and and an item s.t. 

then 
13: // Update the set of available course units U`.

For each course in add 1 to the matching course unit in U`
14: // Update the set of available courses M`.

If an item M` and  then 

15: //Update the exclusions set EX
Remove all exclusions for branch d

s.t. 
EX = EX 

16: //Branch out
BOB(M`, U`,  g, d)

17: //Done with this branch
=0;  

return

Reusing and adjusting the formal definition of CAs from Sect. 3, we define CA in
the context of COD as a three-tuple <M, U, B> , whereM ¼ i1; . . .; imf g with |M| = m is
a set of courses available for bidding; U ¼ u1; . . .; umf g with |U| = m specifying the
maximum enrollment for the matching course; and B ¼ fb1; . . .; bng is a set of bids by
students. Finally, the WDP can be defined same as Eq. (1). It is to be mentioned that, in
the context of COD an item (a course or a course package) within a bid will always have
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quantity of exactly one because a student can only enroll in a course once per semester.
Therefore, we use a modified version of multiunit WDP [22]. We also add to the set of
constraints all limits induced by the limitations of SA agents (see submission inter-
pretations in subsection 3.3) and the resource limitations enforced by the AD agent.

The modified BOB for WDP in the proposed COD relies on the adjusted variables
outlined in Table 4 and the proposed BOB algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. BOB
takes on input the set of available courses, their associated available enrollment limits,
current search revenue and branch depth. The first call of this algorithm is BOB (M, U,
0, 1). Upon the completion of the algorithm execution the IN* set will contain the set of
winning bids.

Table 4. Branch on Bids for Course Offering Determination variables

Variable Definition

M′ The set of available courses (courses that have available enrollment
places). Can be thought of as a set of auction items that still have available
inventory

U′ The set of course units matching M′. When branching in on a bid, the
course units for the courses in the bids get subtracted a unit. When
branching out on a bid, the course units for the courses in the bid get an
extra unit. In other words, this variable tracks available enrollment places
in a course

c(i) The admissible heuristic for estimating revenue for item i2M′
c(i) = maxjji2Sj;ej¼0ui � pj=jSjj
(this formula can be interpreted as the number of available course units
multiplied by the maximum per-item bidding price among all bids
containing the item i and that are not part of IN or IN*)

d The depth of the current branch
EX A set of “exclusion” two-tuples <d, b>

A tuple represents a bid b excluded at branch depth d due to violation of
Administrator or Student constraints

ChooseBranch The heuristic algorithm for selecting a bid bk to branch on
Let B0 be a set of bids s.t. bj 2 B0 iff
bj 2 B and ej ¼ 0 and <d, bj> 62 EX for any integer d
Then bk 2 B0 and 8 bj 2 B0

pkffiffiffiffiffi
jSk j2

p � pjffiffiffiffiffi
jSjj2

p
SA_Constraints Winning bids from the same student may not contain intersecting sets of

courses
Winning bids may not add up to a total exceeding the amount of course
bidding point available to the student
The number of courses comprising winning bids may not exceed maximum
number of courses the student is allowed to take
The courses comprising winning bids may not contradict course
interrelationships (for example there may not be any antirequisites)

AD_Constraints For the purpose of this paper, the AD agent will enforce the maximum
number of courses that the school can offer
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5 Result and Discussion

5.1 Solution Quality

Distributed multi-agent system based solution quality is a complex, multifaceted topic
that involves, amongst others, those of social welfare of agent societies, individual
rationality, stability and efficiency [25]. The practical side of COD solution quality
should be measured through a pilot project that would follow a group of participating
students through their academic progress for a period of one or more semesters. The
student’s subjective utility with the program and academic performance may be
compared to those of non-participating students, drawing the conclusions on the quality
of proposed solution. Because of technical complexity of the solution quality mea-
surement and time constrained involved with a pilot program, we followed up with a
discussion on a case study based on the quality analysis principles as outlined in [25].

The CA-based COD algorithm is a form of a negotiation mechanism that uses CAs
to provide a transparent and economical solution for COD. The mechanism aims to
benefit the crucial players of the system: the students and the administrators, increasing
social welfare through the mutually satisfactory solution. We measure social benefit of
the students through the value they assign to the courses in their bids, and the
administrator’s benefit through student enrollment (subject to the resource constraints).
It follows that since CAs maximize the economical payoff through increasing the
course bidding points revenue, the CA-based COD algorithm should lead to the course
selection most beneficial within the constructed environment.

Moreover, the proposed solution encourages student’s participation in the bidding
process through the potential to improve the course offerings for the bidding student.
Participation in the bidding process will always lead to the results that are at least as
good as for non-participating students thus providing the individual rationality. The
bidding process and the limited course bidding points inject stability into the protocol,
promoting truthful bidding for the courses the students are interested in.

5.2 Performance

An unsatisfactory performance may render even the best designs unusable in practice.
In the case of CA-based COD algorithm, the WDP is solved off-line and therefore the
expectation is that the problem is solved in a reasonable time and the solution process
does not consume much computational resources in a manner that significantly detri-
mental to the rest of the services in an academic institution. The looseness of this
performance requirement is possible because the COD needs to be addressed only once
a semester or once a year, and the bidding rounds are executed once a day (or possibly
on some other prolonged schedule) during the COD process and do not require
immediate response.

The version of BOB utilized in this paper is a search algorithm that builds and
traverses a binary bid-search tree by branching on bids [22]. The performance of BOB
is proportional to the number of leaves in our search tree which is not greater than

nk=mþ 1ð Þbm=kc, where n is the number of bids, m is the number of items, and k is the
smallest number of items among all bids.
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The number of leaves is exponential on the number of items (courses available for
bids), but polynomial on the number of bids. This is an important and positive
observation because program administrators can control the number of biddable items
(courses) in case of unsatisfactory algorithm performance. The number of bids, how-
ever, depends on the number of students and their personal preferences and involve-
ment, and therefore is harder to control.

The performance of original BOB algorithm is analyzed in [23]. Bid sets containing
from five hundred to two thousand bids for sets of ten items were solved in less than six
seconds. While bid sets containing four hundred and fifty bids for sets of forty five
items were solved in less than twenty seconds. In the context of COD these results
appear to be very promising. We can estimate that the number of items (courses) in
most COD auctions is unlikely to exceed a few dozen. The number of bids will vary
between programs and schools and will greatly depend on student enrollment, however

Table 5. Partial flow of BOB for COD example

Execution
Step

BOB
Step

Comments

1: n/a: BOB ({c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}, {u1 = 1, u2 = 2, u3 = 2, u4 = 1, u5 = 1}, 0, 1)
2: 1: n/a
3: 2: h = c(c1) + c(c2) + c(c3) + c(c4) + c(c5) = 2 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 2 = 13
4: 3: 13 > 0 – proceed
5: 4: Following the ChooseBranch algorithm we select bid <{c1, c2}, 4>
6: 5: IN = {<{c1, c2}, 4>}

e1 ¼ 1
7: 6: No constraint violations – proceed
8: 7: U′ = {u1 = 0, u2 = 1, u3 = 2, u4 = 1, u5 = 1}
9: 8: M′ = {c2, c3, c4, c5}
10: 9: No bids intersect with b1 – proceed
11: 10: BOB({c2, c3, c4, c5}, {u1 = 0, u2 = 1, u3 = 2, u4 = 1, u5 = 1}, 4, 2)
12: 1: IN* = {<{c1, c2}, 4 >}, f* = 4
13: 2: h = c(c2) + c(c3) + c(c4) + c(c5) = 0 + 3 + 2 + 2 = 7
14: 3: 4 + 7 = 11 > 4 – proceed
15: 4: Following ChooseBranch algorithm we select bid <{c4, c5}, 4>
16: 5: IN = {<{c1, c2}, 4>, <{c4, c5}, 4>}

e3 ¼ 1
17: 6: No constraint violations – proceed
18: 7: U′ = {u1 = 0, u2 = 1, u3 = 2, u4 = 0, u5 = 0}
19: 8: M′ = {c2, c3}
20: 9: e2 ¼ 1
21: 10: BOB({c2, c3}, {u1 = 0, u2 = 1, u3 = 2, u4 = 0, u5 = 0}, 8, 3)
22: 1: IN* = {<{c1, c2}, 4>, <{c4, c5}, 4>}, f* = 8
23: 2: h = c(c2) + c(c3) = 0 + 3 = 3
24: 3: 8 + 3 = 11 > 8 – proceed
25: 4: At this point there are not more bids available – return
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for most the programs it will remain under a few thousand. It appears likely that WDP
for COD may be solved within a reasonable time-frame, measuring seconds or minutes.

5.3 A Case Study

In this section, we provide a simple case study that illustrates the partial listing of the
BOB for COD algorithm flow that terminates the listing at the first leaf. Please note the
simple form of the student preference submissions, which represents a clear
improvement over precedence, grouping and progression model used in [1, 26].
Rationality for the winning bids is also easy to understand, which should lead to
students expressing their preferences through bidding rounds with higher precision.

In the case study, we assume that due to resource constraints (AD_Constraints) we
can offer at most five courses, where

M = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
U = {u1 = 1, u2 = 2, u3 = 2, u4 = 1, u5 = 1}
Submission1: <{<{c1, c2}, 4>, <{c3, c4}, 3>}, sa1, 10, 4>
Submission2: <{<{c4, c5}, 4>}, sa3, 10, 4>

The execution flow is provided in Table 5.
We terminated our example at step 25, however the algorithm will continue to

explore remaining branches, determining {<{c1,_c2}, 4>, <{c4,_c5}, 4>} as the
winning bids. Figure 4 shows the complete progress of the algorithm in a graphical
form. The bright orange rectangles represent bids in the IN set, the grey rectangles
represent the excluded bids.

Fig. 4. BOB for COD example.
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6 Conclusions

The main contribution of this research is the introduction of CAs to the process of the
COD negotiations. CAs bring a few benefits to distributed negotiation protocols, for
instance: accounting for the complimentary values of the course bundles, increased
economic efficiency, expressive negotiations format that lowers transaction costs and
high level of transparency that ensures fairness.

The challenge of efficient negotiation was met with introduction of multi-unit
auctions, and the ability for multiple students to win bids on the same courses was
handled through multi-unit auctions. The intractable WDP was tackled using the BOB
algorithm that offers polynomial performance on bids and generalization that includes
the multi-unit solutions.

The expected performance of the CA-based COD solution promises to be within
reasonable and practical limits. The most computation-costly part of the algorithm, the
WDP, is solved off-line and is expected to complete execution within seconds or
minutes for the most extreme cases.

A potential area of interest for CA-based COD research may be the application of it
to the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC). The scale and popularity of online
programs serve as a powerful argument in favor of application of CA-based COD,
which aspires to improve economic efficiencies. Further experiment and elaboration of
the CA-based COD solution will be done to improve its efficiency and flexibility:

• The bidding language may be extended to include complex logical combinations of
bids, such as “AND” and “EXCLUSIVE OR”;

• Student and Administrator constraints may be improved to provide more realistic
rules. For example, Administrators may not only limit the total number of courses,
but also courses that may not be offered together;

• The ChooseBranch and c(i) heuristics may be improved from their general form to
more applicable algorithms that consider the specifics of COD;

• The SA and AD agents may be extended with the use of Machine Learning tech-
niques to self-customization for providing a more personalized service to the stu-
dents and administrators they represent.

• A data mining system may be designed to learn the effects of the CA-based COD on
the welfare of the system, and empower research for further improvements.

• The proposed mechanism can be extended to have multiple-round bidding that may
promotes a fair allocation of coveted courses. When a student is unable to obtain a
desired course in an early round, she or he will have more points to bid for courses
that might be offered in a later round.
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